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The vestries, first in Westminster, and then in almost all the metro-
politan parishes outside the City, obtained Acts enabling them to levy
a watch rate and regulate the watch, then to light and clean the streets,
and to 'regulate the poor', by means of watch committees or trusts,
boards of all kinds, Governors and Directors and Guardians of the Poor
in infinite variety.17 Paving as a public undertaking began in West-
minster (in 1762) under commissioners appointed in the Acts, but the
powerful Westminster vestries soon got the business transferred to
parochial commissioners and in most of the other parishes paving was a
parochial affair feom the first. The larger vestries thus acquired some-
thing of the powers of a municipal corporation; among their members
were justices always ready to do the parish business and thus corres-
ponding to the charter justices of boroughs. With the rapid increase of
wealth and population they acquired a large revenue through the rates
and were able to borrow on annuities for large undertakings. Local Acts
were often elaborate administrative codes and with increasing business
vestries developed staffs of paid officers. The Acts aimed at getting rid
of the perpetual feasting and jobbery of the uncontrolled vestrymen and
parish officers of the early part of the century and in many parishes they
did undoubtedly bring a new efficiency and a measure of honesty to
parish affairs. Although there was a chaos of authorities there was also
a healthy rivalry between district and district and their variety gave
opportunities for experiment.
As an administrative system, judged by any abstract standard there
was little to be said for the new method, by which the watchmen were
by the end of the century * under the direction of no less than above
seventy different trusts, regulated by perhaps double the number of
local acts ... under which these directors, guardians, governors, trus-
tees, or vestries... are authorized to act, each attending only to their
own particular ward, parish, hamlet or precinct. .. ,'18 This was the
condemnation of Colquhoun, in a plea for the unification of the police
of London. The devotee of tradition was still more outraged. Ritson,
the archaeologist, who was High Bailiff of the Liberty of the Savoy and
a believer in the methods of the court leet wrote in 1791 :
v The private aod local acts, everywhere in force and nowhere to be met
with are at least as numerous as the publicstatutesi... Every little dirty parish
m the environs of London must have a law for itself. .The c&arch-wardens or

